Analysis of a long-term outbreak of XDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa: a molecular epidemiological study
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Objectives: Here we report on a long-term outbreak from 2009 to 2012 with an XDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa on two wards at a university hospital in southern Germany.

Methods: Whole-genome sequencing was performed on the outbreak isolates and a core genome was constructed for molecular epidemiological analysis. We applied a time–place–sequence algorithm to improve estimation of transmission probabilities.

Results: By using conventional infection control methods we identified 49 P. aeruginosa strains, including eight environmental isolates that belonged to ST308 (by MLST) and carried the metallo-β-lactamase IMP-8. Phylogenetic analysis on the basis of a non-recombinant core genome that contained 22 outbreak-specific SNPs revealed a pattern of four dominant clades with a strong phylogeographic structure and allowed us to determine the potential temporal origin of the outbreak to July 2008, 1 year before the index case was diagnosed. Superspreaders at the root of clades exhibited a high number of probable and predicted transmissions, indicating their exceptional position in the outbreak.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that the initial expansion of dominant sublineages was driven by a few superspreaders, while environmental contamination seemed to sustain the outbreak for a long period despite regular environmental control measures.
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Introduction

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic human pathogen and among the five most common bacteria in healthcare-associated infections in Europe. Of particular concern are the rising rates of antibiotic resistance observed worldwide. In 2012, almost one-third of invasive clinical P. aeruginosa isolates in European hospitals were reported to be carbapenem resistant. In the same year, the European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance Network (EARS-Net) report from 30 European countries stated that 13.8% of P. aeruginosa isolates exhibited an MDR phenotype (MDR-PA). A number of studies reported high mortality rates associated with bloodstream infections due to MDR-PA and an elevated total mean economic cost for nosocomial MDR-PA acquisition (MDR-PA €15256 versus non-MDR-PA €4933 per patient admission). This poses a serious problem, particularly in hospitals that are facing long-term outbreaks of P. aeruginosa, most likely caused by widespread environmental contamination. Therefore, it is crucial to fully understand the relevant in-hospital transmission routes in order to apply efficient and effective infection control measures.

One approach to identifying transmission routes is to sample and genotype P. aeruginosa isolates during an outbreak and assess genetic relatedness and epidemiological correlations. However, common typing methods, such as PFGE or PCR amplification of non-coding repetitive sequences over the bacterial genome (rep-PCR), cannot provide sufficient discriminatory power for closely related isolates. In contrast, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) provides sufficient genetic resolution for an extended investigation, as shown by recent studies on MRSA, Mycobacterium tuberculosis and KPC-producing Klebsiella pneumoniae. Additionally, the rapid decrease in costs and turnaround time of WGS will facilitate the integration of this technology into routine diagnostic procedures in the near future and may establish a new standard for infection control measures.
In the present study, we describe a long-term outbreak of XDR P. aeruginosa (XDR-PA) on two wards at a university hospital in southern Germany. Information gained by WGS was used to trace previously unsuspected transmission routes to identify superspreaders, and was compared with an outbreak reconstruction obtained by using conventional surveillance methods.

Materials and methods

Study design

Our outbreak reconstruction was based on epidemiological and genetic data. The study was approved by the local research ethics committee of the University of Tübingen (reference number 077/2014R). Clinical and environmental isolates of P. aeruginosa collected between July 2009 and March 2012 were submitted for sequencing and further analysis if they were considered to belong to the outbreak by exhibiting an XDR phenotype and carrying an IMP-8 gene. Multiple isolates from one patient were included if they were obtained on different days and from different clinical materials.

Bacterial isolation, identification and drug-susceptibility testing

Cetrimide agar (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Le Pont de Claux, France) was used as the screening medium for P. aeruginosa. Species were identified using a linear MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (AXIMA Assurance, bioMérieux, Marcy-l’Étoile, France), supplemented by Vitek 2 system identification (bioMérieux). In vitro bacterial susceptibility testing was conducted using the Vitek 2 system (bioMérieux) and interpreted according to the EUCAST guidelines. Colistin susceptibility was measured using the Etest gradient diffusion method and interpreted following CLSI breakpoints. Further Etests were performed to determine the MICs of meropenem, doripenem, fosfomycin and amikacin. Strains were stored at –80°C until analysis.

Library preparation, WGS and genome assembly

Genomic DNA was sheared using a Covaris Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris, Woburn, USA) with 24 different barcodes using the standard protocol and were sequenced at 250 bp on an Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina). DNA libraries were prepared with the TruSeq DNA LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with 24 different barcodes using the standard protocol and were sequenced at 2×50 bp on an Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina). SOAPdenovo version r1.05 was selected as the assembly tool.

Genome alignment, variant and transmission analysis

A core genome alignment for all 49 isolates was generated using the progressiveMauve algorithm. The isolate WGS-E4 exhibited high sequencing and assembly quality and was defined as the outbreak reference genome. It was sampled from an environmental source (siphon water) and considered a circulating hospital strain. Sequences were aligned to the WGS-E4 reference genome with Bowtie 2 and core genome SNPs were called using the SAMTools package.

A transmission from patient A to patient B was assumed to have potentially occurred if the detection of the outbreak strain in patient A preceded the detection in patient B. The probability of a transmission between patient A and B was based on four criteria, including information on time and place for both patients and on variations in the genome sequences of their isolates. This analysis method was named the time–place–sequence (TPS) algorithm. Criterion 1 was considered fulfilled if both patients resided on the same ward with a minimum overlap of 24 h before the outbreak strain was detected in patient B. Criterion 2 was fulfilled if patient B resided in the same room that patient A occupied up to 2 weeks prior to patient B. Criterion 3 was fulfilled if patient A and B stayed in the same room with a minimum overlap of 24 h before the outbreak strain was detected in patient B. Close genetic relatedness between strains was used as criterion 4 (see Supplementary data, available at JAC Online). A transmission was considered possible when criterion 1 was fulfilled. In contrast, a transmission was considered probable when criterion 2 or 3 was fulfilled. Fulfilment of criterion 4 alone was regarded as a probable transmission. A transmission between patient A and B was rated as predicted when criterion 4 was fulfilled in combination with any of the three epidemiological criteria. If no criterion was fulfilled, the transmission probability was considered unknown. The TPS algorithm was applied by two independent investigators.

Results and discussion

Outbreak setting and interventions

The University Hospital Tübingen is a 1500 bed tertiary teaching hospital with two major wards for the treatment of patients with haematological–oncological diseases. The outbreak occurred on both wards. Ward 1 is a general ward with double rooms. Ward 2 is an ICU for patients receiving stem cell transplantations and consists of single rooms.

The index patient was diagnosed with P. aeruginosa bloodstream infection in July 2009 on ward 1 (Figure 1). The isolate was resistant to all antimicrobial agents tested except colistin, revealing an XDR phenotype according to the ECDC/CDC definition.

A second patient experienced bacteraemia in November 2009 on the same ward, exhibiting again an XDR-PA with the same susceptibility pattern. At that time, the two cases were considered epidemiologically unrelated. However, new cases in the second quarter of 2010 and the increasing incidence in the third quarter pointed to an outbreak. Therefore, an investigation by the infection control team was launched. The initial programme of targeted measures included enhanced emphasis on hand hygiene, a programme of deep room cleaning, the introduction of a weekly screening programme and screening at admission, and the installation of an isolation zone with three rooms on ward 1, where infected or colonized patients were treated by medical staff who were not allowed to work in other ward areas on the same day.

The incidence of XDR-PA remained high at the beginning of 2011 despite the implementation of the initial infection control programme, suggesting that contaminated environmental sources could sustain the outbreak (Figure S1). Isolation of XDR-PA from siphon water at that time indicated that the outbreak was associated with colonization of washing basins. This led to the replacement of all siphons under washing basins and the simultaneous installation of a fully automated cleaning device for thermal disinfection (85–93°C) and vibration cleaning (50 Hz) of the new siphons to prevent biofilm formation. The number of new XDR-PA cases dropped following these interventions and remained at an average baseline level of one new case per quarter at the time of submission, reflecting the transformation from an epidemic into an endemic state. A full list of interventions is summarized in Table S1.

Core genome investigation

Forty-one XDR-PA isolates from 26 patients were collected for genome sequencing between July 2009 and March 2012, spanning the peak of the outbreak in the first quarter of 2011.
Figure 1. Bayesian phylogenetic reconstruction with location, divergence date estimation and epidemiological data on 49 P. aeruginosa (PA) outbreak isolates. (a) Tree structure is based on a Bayesian phylogenetic statistical approach constructed from the core genome alignment, which includes 22 outbreak-specific SNPs. The node and branch colours present the known (leaves) and predicted (internal branches) locations of the isolates. OPD stands for outpatient department. The brown numbers indicate the four major clades that emerged at the beginning of 2010, with a brown dashed line at the beginning of the clades. The orange dashed line marks the temporal origin of the tree in July 2008. Strains from patients with more than two study isolates are coloured. The material from which the strain was cultured is displayed in the box on the right. Screening materials for P. aeruginosa were pharyngeal and rectal swabs and stool samples. Patient isolates start with a ‘P’ while environmental isolates start with an ‘E’. (b) Epidemiological map of 27 patients on two wards in the haematology department. The strain of patient x (PX) was not available for sequencing. Red and blue indicate a stay in ward 1 and 2, respectively. The asterisk indicates the first record of a patient’s outbreak isolate. The blue dashed line represents the start of the outbreak. Grey vertical blocks display times when there were no known carriers of the outbreak strain on either ward.
Additionally, we sequenced eight outbreak strains isolated from siphon water, washing basins and toilet siphons on both wards. All isolates carried an IMP-8 gene and belonged to ST308 (by MLST), suggesting a clonal occurrence. Details of all 49 outbreak isolates are listed in Table S2.

Twenty-four outbreak-specific core genome SNPs were detected when using WGS-E4 as reference. A total of 17 SNPs were located in gene regions, 11 of which cause amino acid changes. Seven SNPs were located in intergenic regions (Table 1).

Phylogeny of the outbreak strains

Prior to phylogenetic analysis we generated a non-recombinant core genome by detecting regions of recombinant origin using BratNextGen24 and regions with prophage content using PHAST.25 The removal of regions of recombinant origin resulted in the loss of one SNP at genome position 226279. Another SNP at genome position 632368 was additionally removed because of its location in a phage tail protein. The final non-recombinant core genome, with a length of 5823688 bp, contained 22 SNPs and was used for phylogenetic analysis.

We applied Bayesian statistics to infer a time-measured phylogeny (Figure 1a). The analysis revealed a strong phylogeographic structure with its root location on ward 1 with a 90.7% probability. At the beginning of 2010 the tree split into four major clades spreading mainly over one ward, except clade 3, which extended over both wards. These results are in agreement with the hypothesis that sublineages of outbreak strains develop independently and are transmitted within their predominant location, although some isolates were occasionally introduced to the non-clade-related ward, most likely due to frequent patient transferrals between the two wards, as reflected in the epidemiological map (Figure 1b). Of note, multiple isolates sampled from the same patient over a short interval could belong to different clades, indicating intra-individual strain variation that could hamper transmission analysis, since one patient could transmit more than one variant simultaneously at any given

Table 1. Twenty-four core genome SNPs of 49 P. aeruginosa outbreak isolates; the specified SNP substitutions relate to the reference genome WGS-E4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core SNP position</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Enzyme code</th>
<th>Isolates</th>
<th>SNP Substitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>226279a</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>T→C</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393592</td>
<td>permease</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>A→G</td>
<td>Phe187Ser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437952</td>
<td>CheW-like domain protein</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td>C→T</td>
<td>synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632368a</td>
<td>phage tail protein</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G→A</td>
<td>synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000582</td>
<td>porin D (OprD)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T→C</td>
<td>Asp106Gly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1063891</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>G→A</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1069103</td>
<td>transcriptional regulator</td>
<td>P16B</td>
<td>T→G</td>
<td>Val270Gly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104673</td>
<td>Mfs family transporter</td>
<td>P14A, P14B</td>
<td>T→G</td>
<td>His160Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315012</td>
<td>ABC-type antimicrobial peptide transport ATPase component</td>
<td>P11, E6</td>
<td>C→G</td>
<td>synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1537804</td>
<td>lipoprotein</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G→A</td>
<td>Ser57Leu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2389760</td>
<td>ABC transporter ATP-binding protein</td>
<td>EC:3.6.1.3</td>
<td>P19B</td>
<td>Glu148Gly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2684713</td>
<td>chemotaxis transducer</td>
<td>P15C</td>
<td>C→G</td>
<td>Ile376Met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3239794</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P13A, P13B</td>
<td>T→C</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4094373</td>
<td>pyochelin synthetase (PchF)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C→A</td>
<td>synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4103474</td>
<td>DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit β (RpoB)</td>
<td>EC:2.7.7.6</td>
<td>P16B</td>
<td>Gln152Leu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4867436</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P25</td>
<td>G→T</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4972016</td>
<td>spermidine putrescine ABC transporter substrate-binding protein</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>G→A</td>
<td>synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5236482</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>G→C</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5272104</td>
<td>exodeoxyribonuclease III</td>
<td>EC:3.1.11.2</td>
<td>E5, P24, P25, E8</td>
<td>A→C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5577991</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P12B</td>
<td>A→C</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5660814</td>
<td>transcriptional regulator</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>C→A</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5740900</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>P26</td>
<td>T→C</td>
<td>Leu69Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5749062</td>
<td>hypothetical protein</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A→T</td>
<td>intergenic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThese SNPs were removed for phylogenetic analysis.
timepoint. In addition, analysis is hampered by the possibility of multiple transmissions to one patient, which was the case in patient 3. In May 2010, this patient was initially detected positive on ward 1 with an isolate that belonged to clade 1 (P3A). In February 2011, an isolate (P3D) was sampled that was associated with clade 3 and was possibly transmitted in the outpatient department. Maximum-likelihood phylogeny (Figure S2), the minimum spanning tree of the outbreak (Figure S3) and the SeqTrack algorithm (Figure S4) illustrate similar results.

Based on the Bayesian analysis, the median mutation rate was estimated to be $2.02 \times 10^{-7}$ SNPs/bp/year [95% highest posterior density interval (HPD) $9.83 \times 10^{-8} - 3.18 \times 10^{-7}$ SNPs/bp/year]. This is equivalent to 1.18 SNPs/year (95% HPD 0.57–1.85 SNPs/year), which is in the range of previous estimates for *P. aeruginosa*.26,27 but significantly lower than for *Staphylococcus aureus* (1 SNP per 6 weeks).11 The low mutation rate is likely the reason why many nodes in the maximum-likelihood phylogeny remain weakly supported. It is uncertain whether this lower discriminatory power would provide enough resolution for tracing transmission routes in *P. aeruginosa* outbreaks that span a shorter time period or examine fewer isolates than our study.

Applying Bayesian statistics, we have estimated that the most recent common ancestor of the outbreak dates to July 2008 (95% HPD October 2006 to May 2009).

**Temporal origin of the outbreak**

Assuming that an individual is exposed to only one variant, July 2008 could represent the timepoint when the unknown primary patient became a carrier. It is possible that this primary patient stayed regularly on ward 1 for up to 1 year before the index case emerged, posing a permanent, but hidden, threat to immunocompromised high-risk patients. Another scenario is also possible. Most metallo-β-lactamases genes, like IMP-8, are inserted in integron regions along with other determinants of resistance and can thus transfer along with mobile DNA elements associated with such integrons (plasmids and transposons).28 In fact, IMP-8 has recently been discovered on a plasmid in a clinical strain of *Citrobacter freundii*, which potentially enables it to be horizontally transferred to other species in our hospital.29 It is thus conceivable that the ST308 strain has acquired the IMP-8 gene from an environmental, perhaps unculturable, strain approximately in July 2008 or within the time range of the 95% HPD. The new resistant strain could have remained hidden in the waste-water system, and some patients might have been already colonized before the index case became apparent with a severe bloodstream infection in July 2009. Witney et al.30 have found a susceptible *P. aeruginosa* clinical isolate highly similar to XDR isolates that appeared 6 years later in the context of an outbreak, showing that such a scenario is possible.

**Reconstruction of transmission routes**

We have investigated whether information about genetic relatedness based on SNP data could improve tracing of transmission routes in addition to epidemiological information gained by conventional surveillance methods. The probability of transmission was estimated by the TPS algorithm. Using the epidemiological criteria alone, transmission between patients was considered possible in 23 cases (Figure 2a, blue arrows) and probable in three cases (Figure 2a, brown arrows). Information gained from SNP data considerably advanced the understanding of transmission routes at outbreak onset (Figure 2b, orange arrows). It revealed seven additional cases of probable transmission where no transmission was suspected based on the epidemiological criteria alone. Figure 2(c) shows transmission probabilities when using the TPS algorithm by combining epidemiological and genetic criteria. Three transmissions that had been scored as possible or probable based on epidemiological criteria alone could be predicted with a high probability by additionally applying the genetic criterion (Figure 2c, pink arrows). Looking at two of these cases, it can be noted that the patients stayed on ward 1 at the same time, but not in the same room (patient 3 → patient 7 and patient 9 → patient 12). This is indicative of transmission via medical personnel. In the third case two patients shared the same room (criterion 3), and transmission could have occurred via personnel, direct patient contact or environmental contamination (patient 8 → patient 10). Surprisingly, the probable transmissions from patients 6 and 9 to patient 11, who had stayed in the same room in a consecutive order (criterion 2), were not confirmed by genetic data, suggesting that environmental contamination cannot always be assumed as the transmission route in such a situation. However, a transmission might have taken place despite the genetic distance of the isolates. Sampling more isolates of patient 6 or 9 could have revealed a strain more closely related to the strain of patient 11. Thus, we still scored the transmission as probable due to the valid epidemiological criterion.

Another interesting discovery was the genetic distance between the isolates of patients 1 and 2, which differed by three SNPs. Given the estimated mutation rate, it is unlikely that the potential descendant strain of patient 1 could have evolved so fast in the short period between the samplings of the two strains. We hypothesize that more than one variant was already circulating during the early phase of the outbreak, potentially introduced by an unknown primary patient who became colonized some time before admission to the hospital. The circulation of different variants in the early phase of the outbreak could account for the weak correlation between the accumulation of SNPs since the first outbreak isolate and time (Pearson correlation $= 0.34, P = 0.017$).

Figure 3 illustrates probabilities of transmission routes for all outbreak patients between 2009 and 2012 based on the TPS algorithm. In contrast to the isolate of patient 2, which was not further transmitted, we identified three potential superspreaders with a high number of probable or predicted transmissions (patients 3, 7 and 9). The presence of superspreaders was confirmed by using the SeqTrack algorithm, which has recently been proposed for tracing transmission routes with genomic data.11 Figure S4.

An example of particular interest is the probable transmission between patients 1 and 21. In 2009, patient 21 stayed in a room for 3 days directly after patient 1. In 2011, an outbreak strain was isolated from a rectal swab of patient 21 only 2 days after readmission (Figure 1b). The isolate differed from the strain of patient 1 in only one SNP. We have also obtained isolates from patients 15 and 16 that were genetically identical to the strain of patient 21, but the absence of any epidemiological link makes a transmission via patients 15 and 16 less likely. This indicates that a transmission could have already occurred in 2009 and that the outbreak strain established a stable colonization in a host for almost 2 years.
Another predicted relation was found between patients 15 and 17. The single isolate of patient 17 had a core genome identical to that of a late isolate of patient 15 (P15D). Both isolates were obtained within 3 days. The small time gap caused uncertainty regarding the direction of transmission, but points to the possibility that patients that tested positive for the outbreak strain could have transmitted their strain variants to patients whose carrier status was detected earlier. This assumption appears even more likely in the light of long and hidden colonizations, as has been suggested for patient 21, and shows that patients can be exposed multiple times and can be colonized with different variants of an outbreak strain. This complexity of transmission is missed when only one isolate per individual is obtained.

Factors involved in sustainment of the outbreak

The recovery of eight outbreak isolates from the waste-water system and washing basins proved that contamination of the hospital environment had occurred and indicated the presence of potential reservoirs for IMP-8 XDR-PA. Outbreak strains were also sampled from the inner surface of siphons after their removal and replacement, demonstrating biofilm formation. Especially alarming was the finding of environmental strain E4 in siphon water from a room 5 weeks after two genetically identical clinical isolates were recovered from patient 12 while the patient stayed in this room (P12A and P12C). At that time a deep cleaning programme with regular application of tube cleaners had already been initiated. This highlights the problems associated with inefficient eradication of biofilms and indicates that environmental contamination can act as a reservoir for recurrent exposure of patients and sustain hospital outbreaks with P. aeruginosa.

This is supported by the fact that the core nucleotide diversity of the environmental samples ($\tau = 4.48 \times 10^{-2}$, $SE = 1.28 \times 10^{-2}$) was 97% of the total for all isolates ($\tau = 4.62 \times 10^{-2}$, $SE = 1.46 \times 10^{-2}$). The finding that the majority of the overall diversity was present in the small environmental subset suggests a dynamic exchange
between patients and the environment, supporting the hypothesis that the outbreak was sustained by environmental contamination. This was confirmed by the low degree of population differentiation between the patient and environmental subset (coefficient of differentiation = 0.017, SE = 0.079).

Outbreak-specific SNPs represent strain evolution over the duration of the outbreak and possibly an adaption to hospital-related factors. The gene sequence changes found in oprD and nrdD were of particular interest as they occurred in more than one isolate (Table 1). OprD is an outer membrane protein and functions as a common channel for the intake of amino acids and peptides as well as carbapenem antibiotics. Structural changes in OprD have been associated with a decrease in carbapenem susceptibility. Another study investigated the fitness of 300,000 P. aeruginosa PA14 transposon insertion mutants in mice. oprD mutants were identified that not only revealed increased

---

**Figure 3.** Estimated probability of transmission routes for 26 outbreak patients using the TPS algorithm. Each patient is outlined as a circle. The colour of the circle indicates the patient’s location at the first finding of the outbreak isolate. Red stands for ward 1, blue stands for ward 2 and yellow stands for the outpatient department. The line colour and thickness reflect the estimated strength of the transmission probability between two patients. Criteria 1 - 4 are described in detail in the Materials and methods section (as well as in the Supplementary data). Briefly: criterion 1, same ward, same time; criterion 2, same room consecutively within 14 days; criterion 3, same room, same time; and criterion 4, close genetic relatedness. The presence of criteria is indicated by symbols in close proximity to the line of transmission between two patients.
carbapenem resistance, but were also associated with enhanced fitness for mucosal colonization and with systemic spread. Other oprD mutants demonstrated elevated resistance to acid pH and increased cytotoxicity against macrophages. Furthermore, exposure to human serum killed some oprD mutants to a lesser extent, which indicated that OprD might act as a crucial factor for the establishment of bacteremia. It has also been reported that OprD can be sialylated, leading to a reduction in complement deposition on the bacterium when incubated with human serum.

Another variation has been observed in the nrdD gene, which encodes a ribonucleotide reductase enzyme (RNR). The three classes of RNRs are responsible for the conversion of nucleoside 5'-di- or triphosphates into deoxyribonucleotides, which are essential for DNA synthesis and DNA repair. NrdD belongs to the class III RNRs, and it has been shown that NrdD is of crucial importance for anaerobic growth of P. aeruginosa. Growth under such anaerobic conditions results in elongated P. aeruginosa bacilli, which show robust biofilm formation.

Since OprD plays a role in strain survival and pathogenic capability and NrdD facilitates anaerobic growth and is potentially involved in biofilm establishment, mutations in their genes could reflect an evolutionary development in response to clinical or environmental stress within the hospital.

**Effectiveness of infection control measures**

In spite of the success of our infection control interventions, which transformed the epidemic into an endemic situation, it is debatable whether regular active screening cultures (ASCs) for P. aeruginosa in haematological–oncological patients should be a recommended practice. Recently, we have observed an overall in-hospital mortality of 38% in patients with P. aeruginosa bloodstream infections, but we could not verify that metallo-β-lactamase production and MDR phenotype are independent predictors of mortality. Our study indicates that, although the impact of MDR-PA on mortality in serious infections is still a controversial topic, it would be of great interest to focus infection control measures on the prevention of any infection with P. aeruginosa, regardless of the susceptibility pattern. Despite the lack of evidence that ASCs are an effective measure in endemic settings with MDR-PA, it is safe to assume that early detection of increasing rates of otherwise hidden long-term carriers makes it possible to take action before high-risk patients acquire severe infections, possibly during an outbreak situation.
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